FRA FILIPPO LIPPI AND POPE EUGESITS THE FOURTH        l6j
windows, high above the ground. The centre is now a bath, the waters of which, in another part of the enclosure, had supplied a fountain, at present in ruins, and covered by tufted canes, and by ever}* variety of aquatic plants. The structure has no remains of roof: and, of six windows, one alone is unconcealed by ivy. This had been walled up long ago, and the cement in the inside of it was hard and polished. 'Lippi!' said Abdul to me, after I had long admired the place in silence, 'I leave to thy superintendence this bath and garden. Be sparing of the leaves and branches: make paths only wide enough for me. Let me see no mark of hatchet or pruning-hook, and tell the labourers that whoever takes a nest or an egg shall be impaled.'
Eugenius.   Monster!  so then he would really have impaled a jjpcor wretch for eating a bird's egg?    How disproportionate is the punishment to the offence!
Filippo. He efficiently checked in his slaves the desire of transgressing his command. To spare them as much as possible, I ordered them merely to open a few spaces, and to remove the weaker trees from the stronger. Meanwhile I drew on the smooth blank window the figure of Abdul and of a beautiful girl.
Eugenius. Rather say handmaiden: choicer expression ; more decorous.
fHippo.   Holy Father! I have been  lately  so   much  out  of
practice, I take the first that comes in my way.   Handmaiden
I will use in preference for the future.
Eugenius.   On then! and God speed thee!
Filippo.   I drew Abdul with a blooming handmaiden.   One of
his feet is resting on her kp, and she is drying the ankle with a
saffron  robe,   of which the  greater part is fallen in doing it.
That she is a bondmaid is discernible, not only by her occupation,
but by her humility  and  patience,  by  her  loose  and  flowing
brown hair, and by her eyes expressing the timidity at once of
servitude and of  fondness.   The  countenance  was  taken  from
t
ncy, and was the loveliest I could imagine: of the figure I had me idea, having seen it to advantage in Tunis.    After c<«7«*n

